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Secure Online Grading Assistant (SOGA) is a web-based application designed to

facilitate the programming homework grading processes in large classes. Because its user

interface is extremely intuitive and user friendly, new users can begin using the system

immediately with very little training. To prevent invalid users from assessing the system,

each user must first log in before using the system. The system has three access levels:

administrator, instructor, and grader. Each access level has its own functions. A user can

be granted with more than one level of access. The administrator has unrestricted access

to the entire system. Administrative activities such as adding a new user and setting up

this user’s access level, username, and password can be easily performed. The instructor

can use the system to monitor homework-grading processes and send grade e-mails to

students. SOGA provides an integrated homework-grading environment for graders.

Information such as grading criteria, homework submission time, program source codes,
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compile errors, and running results is provided in a single page. Graders no longer have

to open several windows and switch back and forth within them to grade homework.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Problem Overview

The Internet has become a part of everyone’s everyday life. Many Internet

applications have been developed to make information exchange easier. Among those

applications, many use a web browser as the interface. Web-based free e-mail accounts

and search engines are common examples. In the University of Florida’s Computer and

Information Science and Engineering Department, several Web-based applications have

been developed to improve the communication between students and instructors.

Although these applications have been proved to be useful, they do not tackle all the

problems that exist in a class, especially a huge class with more than four hundred

students. One problem relates to the homework assignment grading process. For example,

in a programming class, homework assignments usually are assigned every week. Ideally,

all homework assignments should be graded within one week of the due date with the

grades returned to students by the day the next homework is assigned. However, this is

difficult to accomplish because of the tedious nature of the grading process. The many

and tedious processes that must be performed when grading assignments include:

1. After gathering the homework solutions from students, the chief grader (usually

a class TA) has to divide all the solutions into several portions according to the

number of graders and must place the divided solutions in a repository account.
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2. The chief grader creates the homework grading criteria.

3. The chief grader sends the grading criteria to the graders along with the

information regarding who will be grading which portion of the homework.

4. The graders obtain their portion of homework to grade.

5. The graders open three windows, the first one is used to display the source code,

the second one is used to compile and run programs, and the last one is used to

record the grades. They then proceed to grade each solution, placing the

resulting grade on to a grade sheet.

6. The graders return the grading sheets to the chief grader, who must then enter

these grades into the grade book.

Most of these processes are time consuming. As a result, the students cannot get

homework grades back in time and may make the same mistakes in their next homework

assignment.

The focus of this thesis is to develop a system called SOGA, the Secure Online

Grading Assistant, to tackle the difficulties mentioned above.

Overview of SOGA

SOGA is a CGI application written in Perl. The web pages of this system are

generated dynamically. This is done by embedding HTML code in Perl. Besides the

HTML code, JavaScript is embedded in Perl as well to provide added functionality. The

result is a fully integrated, easy to use user interface. The system has three access levels

with each access level having its own functions. Users can access the system from any

Internet ready computer.
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SOGA provides a nicely structured user interface for graders. Program source

code, submission time, program output, and grading sheets are displayed in the same

window. In addition, all programs are pre-compiled and pre-run by the chief grader, only

assigning grades needs to be done. Furthermore, the system tracks which programs need

to be graded automatically; this frees graders from determining which programs have

been graded and which have not. Therefore, graders can put most of their efforts on

homework grading instead of bookkeeping chores.

Besides the target user--graders, SOGA provides useful functions to the chief

grader and the instructor as well. For the chief grader, it automates the homework

dividing process. It divides the homework into several portions according to the number

of graders. It also rotates graders so no grader will grade the same portion of homework

every time, which increases the fairness of homework grading. In addition, the homework

grading criteria can be easily created and posted. Because the graders will see the grading

criteria when they logged in the system, there is no need to send the grading criteria to

them via e-mail or paper.

For the instructor, SOGA provides functions that allow an instructor to monitor

the grading progress of all graders. It also allows an instructor to decide when to send the

grades e-mails to students.

In summary, SOGA makes the homework grading process more efficient and less

error prone.
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Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter 2 discusses other similar web

based applications and the underlying technology used in SOGA. Chapter 3 provides a

high-level view of SOGA from a user’s perspective. It contains a walkthrough of the

system’s functionality and a detailed explanation on how to perform those functions.

Several screen shots of the system are provided to illustrate the system’s user interface.

Chapter 4 discusses the implementation issues of the system in detail. It provides a low-

level view of the system from a developer’s perspective. Finally, chapter 5 provides a

conclusion for this thesis. It consists of a summary and possible future improvements of

the system.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter begins with a discussion on the technologies used in the creation of

SOGA. Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), JavaScript, and Perl are covered in the

discussion. This chapter further discusses several Web-based applications developed by

students at University of Florida, Department of Computer and Information Science and

Engineering. These education-related applications are MAX, WET, and WEX. In

addition, an online homework grading system developed by the Nicholls State University

is also discussed. Finally, a brief summary concludes this chapter.

Technology Used

HTML

HTML, Hypertext Markup Language, is the text markup language used on the

World Wide Web. It indicates the structure and format of a document and instructs a Web

browser on how to render the document [Pow98].

An HTML document is a plain-text file. It consists of information one intends to

publish on the Web and embedded instructions, i.e., HTML elements, describing the

structure and layout of this information. An HTML element usually consists of a pair of

tags (e.g., <H1> and </H1>). The information to be described is enclosed in these two

tags, called the Start and End tags. A Start tag consists of a left angle bracket “<,”a tag

name, and a right angle bracket “>.” An end tag is similar to the start tag except there is a

slash (/) preceding the tag name [Ncs00].
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HTML is an SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language) application for

marking up documents for the World Wide Web. HTML allows one to:

1. Publish documents to the Internet in a platform independent format,

2. Create links to related works from one’s document,

3. Include graphics and multimedia data in one’s document, and

4. Link to non-World Wide Web information resources on the Internet [Pow96].

JavaScript

There are two ways of adding interactivity to a Web site. The first is to use

HTML forms and server-side programs written in languages like Perl. The second is to

use client-side scripting, which embeds a Web scripting language in an HTML document.

Client-side scripting is usually used for:

1. Form validation,

2. Page embellishment,

3. Dynamic page generation, and

4. Inter-object communication “glue” [Pow98].

Both JavaScript and VBScript are widely used Web scripting languages. SOGA uses

JavaScript for client-side scripting.

JavaScript is a scripting language developed by the Netscape Corporation

[Pow98]. It is a cross-platform, object-based scripting language for client and server

applications. Client applications run in a browser (e.g., Netscape Navigator) and server

applications run on a server (e.g., Netscape Enterprise Server). One can use JavaScript to

create dynamic HTML pages that process user input and maintain persistent data using

special objects, files, and relational databases. Applications can access Java and CORBA

distributed-object applications through JavaScript's LiveConnect functionality [Net97].
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Both server-side and client-side JavaScript share the JavaScript core language.

This core language is the ECMA-262, a scripting language standardized by the European

standards body, with some additions. The core language contains a set of core objects,

such as the Array and Date objects, which can be used in scripting on both sides [Net97].

Figure 2-1 shows the relationship among client-side JavaScript, server-side JavaScript,

and the core JavaScript.

Figure 2-1. The JavaScript Language.

In a Web page, client-side JavaScript statements can respond to user events such

as mouse-clicks, form input, and page navigation. For example, if there is a form that

gathers users’ input, a JavaScript function can be written to ensure that valid information

has been provided before the information is transmitted to a server-side program. If

invalid information is detected, an alert dialog box can be displayed to notify the user to
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correct the entered data. This client-side data checking process reduces both network

traffic and browser response time [Net97].

Client-side JavaScript is an interpreted scripting language. JavaScript statements

are embedded in a pair of script tags (i.e., <SCRIPT> and </SCRIPT>) within an HTML

document. When a browser requests a page, the server sends the full content of the

document, including the HTML and JavaScript statements, through the network to the

browser. The browser then parses the page from top to bottom, resulting in the display of

the results of the HTML statements and the execution of the JavaScript statements.

Perl

Perl is short for “Practical Extraction and Report Language.” It originated within

the Unix environment and was designed to assist programmers with common tasks. High

portability is one of Perl’s important features. Besides UNIX and UNIX like systems, it

runs on various computers including the Amiga, the Atari ST, and Macintosh machines

as well as various operating systems including VMS, OS/2, MS/DOS, and Windows

[Sch97].

Perl is a one of the most widely used scripting languages. It features high-level

support for textual processing, regular expressions, file/directory manipulation, command

execution, networking, associative arrays, lists, and DBM access. It is the de facto

language for CGI programming [Quo99].

Perl is a compiled language as well as an interpreted language. It is a compiled

language because the Perl interpreter parses and compiles the entire program into an

internal format before executing. This compilation process shortens the program’s

execution time thus enhances its performance. It’s an interpreted language because there
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is no object code produced by the Perl interpreter. As a result, Perl poses advantages from

both of these classes of languages [Sch97].

As mentioned above, Perl is the de facto language for CGI programming. Starting

with the 5.004 release, the CGI.pm module, which makes CGI programming easier, is

included in the Perl distribution. Functions such as parsing query strings and generating

HTML forms are provided by this module [Sch97].

Overview of Other Web-based Applications

In the past two years, several education-related Web-based applications have been

developed by students of the Computer and Information Science and Engineering

Department at the University of Florida. These applications include MAX, WET, and

WEX. The ultimate goal is to integrate all these systems into one which provides a

complete web-based educational environment.

MAX

The Message and Announcement Exchange (MAX) is a messaging system that

allows asynchronous communication between instructors and students via the Internet

[Hea99]. It is a Web-based application written in Perl. The system was created to

overcome communication problems between instructors and students. These problems

normally exist in large classes and distance education programs.

Instructors can use MAX to post announcements, and students can use MAX to

post queries to instructors or other students. Once the message is submitted, it is instantly

available for all the users, making near real-time communication possible. In addition,

instructors only need to answer a question once because all the students have the access
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to the answer. HTML forms and Perl’s CGI module are used to transmit and parse the

contents of a message, respectively. All messages are archived in a database to provide

asynchronous communication. It is possible for users to review messages that were

posted several days ago. Messages, sorted into topics and subtopics, are shown in an

organized manner. Thread discussions are performed within a subtopic.

MAX has a build-in security feature: only registered users can access the system.

Students can be assigned to different groups. This feature allows an instructor to restrict

students’ information access. Instructors can also assign a set of permissions to students.

These permissions allow students to access the functions provided by MAX. Those

functions include adding a topic, subtopic, or message; posting an announcement; posting

anonymously; and using HTML in posts.

MAX is currently being used in many CISE classes.

WET

The Web Education Toolkit (WET) is an annotation system that allows instructors

and students to communicate through the sharing of annotations via the Internet [Jef99].

It is a Web-based application powered by a Java servlet.

Similar to the MAX, WET was created to address communication problems

between instructors and students. However, it does not facilitate the instructor-student

conversation directly. Rather, it allows instructors and students to interact by adding

annotations on web-based course materials. Those course materials are provided by

instructors, and could be in the form of text or images. WET’s editing facility allows

instructors to control the layout and page design of the course materials.
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WET has a system access control as well. Prospective user must register with the

system to gain access. Functions are provided for administrators to manage users.

Grouping users and granting them a set of permissions can be easily done.

Instructors have access to the course materials with annotations added by all

students. On the other hand, a student can only access his or her own annotated course

materials. If a student’s annotations regarding a concept are not correct, instructors can

add annotations to correctly explain the concept. Instructors can also use annotations

added by students as class feedback to gain an overview on how students understand the

course materials. As a result, both instructors and students benefit from using the system.

WEX

WEX, theWeb-based Examination System, is an on-line examination system that

can generate tests. It also allows students to take tests via the Internet and evaluates the

tests automatically. It uses web browsers as the interface and was implemented using

Java Servlets and Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) [Fat99].

The system was created to overcome the difficulties of administrating

examinations within distance education programs. Students do not have to be present at a

certain place at a certain time to take a test. An Internet ready computer is sufficient for

students to take a test.

WEX selects questions randomly from an existing question databank when

generating tests. The selecting process is based on instructions given by the instructor

when designing a test. There are three types of question: multiple choice, true/false, and

formula based.

The authenticity process keeps unauthorized users from accessing the system.

Two types of interfaces are provided by the system. The first is for instructors. It allows
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instructors to add and review questions in the question databank. It also allows instructors

to design and create tests. The other interface is for students. Students use this interface to

take tests online with WEX evaluating the tests, providing grades and correct answers to

students right after they completed their tests. This helps students improve their

knowledge of the material.

Chemistry Online Homework System

Chemistry Online Homework System is an online homework grading system

developed by two faculty members of the Department of Physical Sciences at the

Nicholls State University [Jan00]. It has similar features to the WEX. However, it

handles homework assignments instead of examinations. It uses pre-given aliases as

usernames to log in the system. No password is needed. Students can log into the system

to do homework assignments on-line. Two types of questions can be generated by the

system. One is multiple-choice questions and the other requires numerical answers. These

answers are then automatically graded by the system.

Summary

This chapter covered the technologies employed in the construction of SOGA,

including HTML, JavaScript, and Perl. HTML is a markup language used to indicate the

structure and format of a document on the World Wide Web. JavaScript can be used to

add interactivity to a Web site. Data entered in an HTML form can be checked by client-

side JavaScript functions before transmitting the data to the server. Perl is a combination

of a compiled and interpreted language used to generate dynamic contents of a web page.
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The CGI.pm module in Perl provides many functions that make CGI programming an

easier task.

In addition, some education-related Web-based applications were discussed.

Students at University of Florida, in the Department of Computer and Information

Science and Engineering, created these applications. Both MAX and WET are

applications that facilitate communication between instructors and students. MAX

supports near real-time conversation between instructors and students. WET allows

instructors and students to communicate through sharing annotations. WEX is an on-line

examination system, which generates, administers, and evaluates tests automatically.

Chemistry Online Homework System is a system similar to WEX but it only manages

homework assignments.
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CHAPTER 3
SOGA OVERVIEW

This chapter provides a high-level overview of SOGA. It also serves as the

README file of the system providing guidance on how it is used. We begin with the

login process, and then discuss its various features from the point of view of a user.

The Login Process

When a user links to SOGA, the system performs a screen resolution check to

ensure that the resolution is set to 1024*768. This provides the best viewing for the user.

If the screen resolution is less than 1024*768, an alert box is displayed to advise the user

to change the screen resolution values.

Since SOGA is a Secure Online Grading Assistant, security is one of the key

issues. Each user must first log in before using the system. Figure 3-1 shows the Login

Screen.

To log in, users must identify their access level by checking one of the three radio

buttons and supply their username and password. By clicking on the “Login” button,

information provided by a user is passed to SOGA. Details about how the information is

passed and processed are given in the next chapter. The username and password are

matched against the values stored in SOGA. If the values do not match, an Invalid User

screen is displayed and the user cannot continue. The Invalid User Screen is shown in

Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-1. Login Screen

If a user is denied access, he or she is given a chance to go back to the Login

Screen by clicking on the “Try Again!” button (in Figure 3-2). The user can then re-check

his or her access level or re-enter his or her username and password. If a user is not a

registered user, the user can contact SOGA’s administrator and ask for access to the

system by clicking on the e-mail link and sending an e-mail to the administrator. The

default access level in the Login Screen is that of a grader because graders are the most

frequent users.
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Figure 3-2. Invalid User Screen

Access Levels

There are three access levels: administrator, instructor, and grader. The purpose of

having three access levels is to separate different functionality for different access levels’

users and to provide added security to the system. This functionality hides unnecessary

information from the users who need not to see it.

Administrator

The person who initially installs SOGA is the administrator. The administrator

has unrestricted access to the entire system. The role of the administrator is to perform
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administrative activities such as adding a new user and setting up this user’s access level,

username, and password.

Instructor

The instructor level of access is mainly for the class instructor. It is also

reasonable to give a class TA, whose job duty is handling all homework grading related

issues, this level of access. The role of the instructor is to monitor the grading progress.

The instructor has access to all the homework grading sheets that have been completed by

the graders. It is also the instructor’s responsibility to send homework grades to the

students.

Grader

The grader level of access is the most restricted of the three levels. A grader can

only perform grading and re-grading operations on the homework that have been

assigned to him/her.

Administrator Menu

The administrator menu is the next screen displayed when a valid administrator

logs into SOGA. See Figure 3-3. This screen shows two buttons representing the two

available operations that an administrator can perform. The first button is “New

Homework.” This is used to create the entire grading environment for the graders. No

grader can begin homework grading before this process is completed. And, this process

must be done for every homework assignment after collecting all students’ homework.
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The second button is “Add/Drop Users” and is used to modify the group profiles, which

contain all system users’ usernames and passwords.

Figure 3-3. Administrator Menu

New Homework

Figure 3-4 shows the New Homework Screen. There are three steps involved in

the process of creating the grading environment for any homework, as shown in the New

Homework Screen.

The first step is to place the homework tar-ball in the administrator’s home

directory. The name of the homework tar-ball has the form of “hw??.tar.gz” where “?” is

a single wildcard character. This step has to be done manually by the SOGA
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administrator because different instructors have different ways to collect the students’

homework.

Figure 3-4. New Homework Screen

Next, the homework grading criteria are created. A sample grading criteria is

provided in the multi-line text field to show the correct format. It is very important that

any grading criterion is compliant to this specific format because it is used by the system

to determine how many grade fields are shown in the Grading Screen. The “Save” button

(in Figure 3-4) is used to save the text inside the multi-line text field and to bring the user

to another screen to confirm that what have been entered are the new grading criteria. If

the administrator finds errors in the new grading criteria before performing step 3, he or

she can always go back to the New Homework Screen to modify it.
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The last step is to click on the “Do It!” button (in Figure 3-4), which commands

the system to perform a series of actions to create the grading environment. Those actions

include compiling and running all students’ homework. Therefore, it takes some time

before the system responds to the administrator. Note that if either the grading criteria or

the homework tar-ball is not ready, the “Do It!” button (in Figure 3-4) will not be shown

in the New Homework Screen. After the system has performed all the actions to create

the grading environment, it shows a confirm screen to inform the administrator that the

grading environment has been established and the graders can begin their grading process.

Figure 3-5. Profile Modification Screen
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Figure 3-6. Instructor Menu

Add/Drop Users

After the “Add/Drop Users” button (in Figure 3-3) is clicked, the system takes the

administrator to the Profile Modification Screen, as shown in Figure 3-5. This screen

shows all three groups’ profiles in three multi-line text fields. Each user occupies a single

line and each line consists of two strings separated by one or more spaces. The first string

is a user’s username and the other string is that user’s password. Adding a new line to a

group profile causes a new user to be added into the group. To delete a user, find the line

showing user’s username and delete it. The administrator can also change a user’s

password by simply modifying the specific group profile to which the user belong. After
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any modifications on a group profile, the administrator must click on the “Modify” button

(in Figure 3-5) to make the modifications effective.

Instructor Menu

The Instructor Menu, as shown in Figure 3-6, is displayed when a user with an

instructor’s level access logs into SOGA successfully. The user is prompt to click on one

of the homework assignment buttons to check that specific homework assignment’s

grading progress.

Figure 3-7. All Grades Screen (upper portion)
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There are only two homework buttons in Figure 3-6. The number of the buttons

increases by one every time the SOGA administrator creates a grading environment for a

new homework assignment.

After the user clicks on a homework button, an All Grades Screen is invoked. The

All Grades Screen is shown in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8. In this screen, the criteria used

by graders to grade this homework are also displayed on the top. Below that are the

grading result sections of all graders. Horizontal bars are used to separate different

grading result sections. Each grading result section contains a “Send Grades” button (in

Figure 3-7), the name of the grader who graded the section, a detailed grade table, and a

percentage of assignments that have been graded.

Figure 3-8. All Grades Screen (lower portion)
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The “Send Grades” button (in Figure 3-7) is used to send an e-mail containing

detailed individual grade information to each of the students listed in the grade table. The

reason for having a “Send Grades” button (in Figure 3-7) for each grading result section

is that sometimes a grader may be far behind other graders in the grading process. In this

situation, the instructor has the choice to first send the grades to the students who are in

the completed sections. Note that SOGA keeps track of which students have been sent the

grade e-mail. After the grader who was behind schedule has completed his grading

section, the instructor can click on the “Send Grades” button (in Figure 3-7) again and

this time the system only sends grade e-mails to those students who have not been sent

prior grade e-mails.

Figure 3-9. Send Grades Screen
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Figure 3-9 shows the Send Grades Screen. This screen displays all the grade

messages that have been sent to students. A grade message is consist of detailed grade

and grading criteria. There is a note at the bottom of the screen that indicates which

students have not been sent a grade e-mail.

Figure 3-10. Grader Menu

Grader Menu

The Grader Menu is the screen that a grader sees after logging in. This screen

contains several homework buttons similar to those shown in the Instructor Menu (Figure

3-6). Each homework button corresponds to the homework assignment shown on the
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button. See Figure 3-10. All graders see this screen. There is no additional information

available to the graders about which portion of homework he or she will be grading. But

graders do get their portion of the homework assignments that were previously assigned

to them after they select a homework button.

The Grading Screen

After the homework assignment has been selected, the Grading Screen is

displayed. See Figure 3-11. On top of the Grading Screen is a small pop-up criteria

window. The contents of the criteria window are dynamic, displaying the criteria

corresponding to the current homework.  The criteria consist of two parts. The first part is

general information, including total points for the homework and the due date. The

second part is the grading rules. Each rule specifies its requirements and the number of

points a homework assignment could get if the requirements are met.

The Grading Screen consists of a “Criteria” button, a homework information line,

two large multi-line text fields, a number of grade fields, a comment field, a save button,

and an exit button.

The criteria button can be used to re-show the criteria window if the grader has

closed the window.

The homework information line consists of two strings separated by a “@” sign.

The first string is the class account name of the homework being graded. This can be

used by a grader to identify which student’s homework is being grading. The second

string is the homework submission time, i.e., the timestamp of the homework. This is

used to compare with the due day specified in the homework grading criteria to determine

whether a late penalty should be applied.
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Figure 3-11. Grading Screen

The upper multi-line text field, called the Code Field, displays the source code of

the student’s homework. It has two scroll bars so the grader can scroll the source code, up

or down, left or right when necessary.

The lower multi-line text field, called the Output Field, displays the output of the

program or the error messages returned by the compiler while compiling the source code.

It also has two scroll bars.

The grade fields and the comment field are the graders’ responsibility. All grade

fields have to be filled while the comment filed is optional. The number of grade fields

corresponds to the number of rules in the grading criteria. The field length of a grade
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field is five, so a grade field can be filled with four digits and a decimal point or a minus

sign, three digits, and a decimal point.

The comment field is a long single lined text field. Although its length on the

screen is sixty characters, graders can put as many characters as they want into the

comment field. Only one comment field exists in any homework.

The “Save Grades” button (in Figure 3-11) is used to save the grades and

comments. This button also triggers two other actions when it is selected. The first action

is a value check. SOGA checks the values in all grade fields. If one or more grade fields

contain no value, then SOGA redisplays the same source code and program output in the

Grading Screen. If all the grade fields have a value, then SOGA saves the grades and

comments into a file and performs the second action -- retrieving the next student’s

source code and program output, and displays them in the Grading Screen. If no more

homework needs to be graded, the system simply displays a message in the Code Field

telling the grader that the entire grading process has been completed and clicking on the

“Save Grades” button will lead to a Done Grading Screen. See Figure 3-12.

There are two ways to exit the Grading Screen to proceed to the Done Grading

Screen. The first has been mentioned above: click on the “Save Grades” button (in Figure

3-11) after finishing the entire grading process. The second is simply by clicking on the

“Exit” button. If there are some values in the grade fields and comment field, clicking on

the “Exit” button causes SOGA to discard those values.
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The Done Grading Screen

The Done Grading Screen shows a summary of the grading process and provides

the re-grade function to the graders. The grading criteria are displayed in the upper

portion of this Screen for reference purposes.

Below the grading criteria is a pull down menu and a “Re-grade” button (in

Figure 3-11). Graders choose a student from the pull down menu and click on the “Re-

grade” button to re-grade the student’s homework. The pull down menu only shows the

account names of those students who have already been graded. When a grader chooses

to re-grade a student’s homework, the “Re-grade” button brings the grader to a Re-grade

Screen.

Figure 3-12. Done Grading Screen
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At the bottom of the Done Grading Screen is a grade summary table. The grade

summary table shows detailed grades of all students’ homework that have been graded. If

a student obtains a minus score in the total field, then the system changes the score to

zero and uses a red color font to indicate that the system has modified the score.

The Re-grading Screen

The Re-grade Screen looks identical to the Grading Screen (shown in Figure 3-

11). SOGA extracts the selected student’s source code and program’s output, displaying

them in the Code Field and the Output Field respectively. After a grader fills the grade

fields, the grader can click on the “Save Grades” (in Figure 3-11) to save the new grades

or the “Exit” button (in Figure 3-11) to discard those values. Both buttons lead the user

back to the Done Grading Screen. If the grader has chosen to save new grades, the system

displays the updated grades in the grade table.

Although the Re-grade Screen and the Grading Screen look similar, the actions

triggered by the “Save Grades” buttons are not entirely the same. The first action that the

system performs is the grade fields value check, which is identical to the first action of

the Grading Screen. If one or more fields contain no value, then no grade update is done.

The second action triggered by the button is the e-mail action. The system checks

the e-mail records and determines whether the student’s grade has been sent or not. If the

grades have been sent, then the system sends a new grade e-mail to the student. The

context of the message is shown on the top portion of the Done Grading Screen. The

Done Grading Screen is shown in Figure 3-12.

If a new grade e-mail is sent in the second action, then the third action is

performed. This action updates the total score stored in the total grade file. The total
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grade file is a file created during the e-mail sending process initiated by an instructor. The

number of total grade files corresponds to the number of graders. Each file contains a

distinct portion of the final grading results. An instructor can either collect the total grade

files after each assignment is graded or collect all of the grade files at the end of a

semester.

Figure 3-13. Logout Screen

Logout Screen

SOGA provides a logout operation by displaying a “Log Out” button at the

bottom of some screens. When a user clicks on the button, the system closes the current

working window, which releases all resources, and opens up a new window displaying
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the Logout Screen. In this screen, users are given a link to the class web page. The

Logout Screen is shown in Figure 3-13.

Summary

This chapter provided an overview of SOGA from the user’s perspective. It began with

an overview of the login process. In addition, all of the features available for all three

different access level users were discussed. This discussion included options and button

functions in every screen. The next chapter discusses the internal implementation of the

SOGA.
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CHAPTER 4
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

This chapter covers the underlying design and implementation details of SOGA. It

discusses in detail the various methods used in its construction.

The chapter begins with a discussion of SOGA’s installation process. This is

followed by a discussion on how HTML code can be embedded in Perl, and how HTML

forms can be used to pass information from one web page to another. Finally, other topics

such as query string parsing, JavaScript, data storage, and Perl processes are covered.

SOGA is created for CISE programming classes. To illustrate the implementation

details, the target class has been set to CGS3460, Programming using C.

SOGA’s Installation Process

An installation script is used to install SOGA into a CISE user account. The user

performing the installation should be the administrator of the system. The installation

process consists of a series of system environment checks and some interactions with the

person who is performing the installation. To ensure successful installation, both the

SOGA installation script and the SOGA tar-ball must be present in the user’s home

directory. The SOGA tar-ball is a tar file containing Perl scripts, html files and text files,

which create SOGA’s functionality.

This script first checks whether the SOGA tar-ball is present. If the script cannot

find the tar-ball, it produces an error message and the installation process is abort. If the
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tar-ball is present, the script then un-tars the tar-ball and places all files in their correct

directories. Note that most of the Perl scripts of SOGA reside in the cgi-bin directory. It

is strongly suggested that the SOGA administrator backup all the pre-existing files in the

directory before installing SOGA.

Next, the script prompts the installer to enter the administrator’s username and

password. This information is used to create the administrator’s profile, which allows the

administrator to log into the system when it is up and running. This last step concludes

the installation process.

HTML Forms

HTML forms are used to pass information supplied by users from one web page

to another. There are three entities involved in this process: a web browser, a web server,

and a CGI application. Figure 4-1 shows the relationships between these three entities.

Figure 4-1. Form Interaction Overview

In Figure 4-1, after a user filled out and submitted a form, the web server passes

the information supplied by the user to a CGI application and waits for the output. Next,

the CGI application returns the output to the web server after processed the information.
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Finally, the web server downloads the output to the web browser that sent the form. The

output could contain another form element.

HTML forms are also used to construct user interfaces. User interfaces include

radio buttons, regular buttons, single line text fields, multi-line text fields, and pull down

menus, etc. This section discusses methods used to create the user interface. In addition,

the acquisition of the data entered by users is also discussed.

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Secure Online Grading Assistant</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgcolor="white">
<FORM ACTION= "http://www.cise.ufl.edu/cgi-
bin/cgiwrap/~schung/login.pl"
METHOD=”POST”>
</FORM>
</BODY>
</HTML>

Figure 4-2. Form Syntax

HTML Form Syntax

Figure 4-2 shows the syntax of a form element in an HTML file. A form element

is constructed using two HTML tags, namely <FORM> and </FORM>. There are two

attributes of the form element specified in the example. The ACTION attribute is used to

indicate the address of a program to be executed. In SOGA, the programs invoked by the

forms are CGI programs written in Perl. The METHOD attribute is used to specify how

the form contents should be sent to the CGI program specified by the ACTION attribute.

There are two possible values for the METHOD attribute, i.e., GET and POST. The

POST method provides higher security than the GET method. This is because when

passing information to a CGI program, the contents appear in the URL field of a browser
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if the GET method is used [Pow98]. To achieve higher security, SOGA uses the POST

method in all HTML form elements.

To control the state of a form, form controls must be used. The most frequently

used form controls in SOGA are the <INPUT> element and <TEXTAREA> element.

By setting the TYPE attribute of the <INPUT> element to appropriate values,

radio buttons, single-line text fields, password fields, submit buttons and reset buttons are

constructed. The syntax of a <INPUT> element is similar to:

<INPUT TYPE=”submit” NAME=”submitbutton” VALUE=”Login”>.

If this form control is combined with the sample code shown in Figure 4-2, then users see

a submit button with the label of “Login” in a web page. See Figure 4-3.

When the submit button (“Login” button) is clicked, all the contents in the form

are passed to the CGI program specified in the form’s ACTION attribute, which causes

the CGI program to execute. It is possible to transmit previously defined values along

with the data provided by users. This is done by specifying the TYPE attribute in

<INPUT> element to a value of “hidden.” The following HTML code shows this:

<INPUT TYPE=”hidden” NAME=”password” VALUE=”$password”>.

In this example, the name “password” and the value stored in variable $password are

passed to the CGI program.
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Figure 4-3. The Login Button

The <TEXTAREA> elements are used to display multi-line data or to provide

multi-line text fields used to enter data into SOGA. Specifying the ROWS and COLS

attributes will set the size of the resulting text field. The syntax of a <TEXTAREA>

element is similar to the following:

<TEXTAREA ROWS=”5” COLS=”60” NAME=”example”>
Hello
world!
</TEXTAREA>.

Combined with the HTML code given in Figure 4-2, this example displays a five rows

sixty characters each multi-line text field with two lines of string. See Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4. A Multi-line Text Field.

Perl and HTML

Except for the Login Screen and the Logout Screen, all screens seen by users are

dynamic pages generated by Perl. Figure 4-5 shows an example of how to embed HTML

code in Perl.

In this example, the print function is the only function called. Combined with a

“here document” and the “end token,” a section of HTML code is inserted as it would

appear in an HTML file without any modification. The “here document” and the “end

token” in this example are “<<End_of_example” and “End_of_example” respectively.

The “end token” must be placed alone at the start of the line. Otherwise, the Perl

interpreter would not be able to match the “here document” and the “end token” correctly.
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The “here document” is constructed by placing two less-than signs in front of the “end

token.” As a result, the HTML code inserted in between is quoted as the argument of the

print function called.

#!/user/local/bin/perl
print <<End_of_example;

Content-type: text/html

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Secure Online Grading Assistant</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgcolor="white">
Hello world!
</BODY>
</HTML>

End_of_example

Figure 4-5. Using Perl to Generate HTML

The Content-type, specified in the line immediately following the print statement,

must be specified to the value of text/html to generate correct HTML output. A blank line

follows the Content-type specification is necessary to avoid errors when executing this

Perl script. When a web browser requests this document, the Perl interpreter executes this

script and returns the results, i.e., HTML code, back to the web browser. This example

displays string “Hello world” in the browser.

Generating Buttons on the Fly

The number of form elements or form control elements in a web page is fixed if

the web page was generated by a plain HTML file. On the other hand, with HTML code

embedded in Perl, the number of both elements mentioned above are determined on the

fly. Dynamic contents of a web page can be generated easily. Figure 4-6 shows an

example of generating buttons on the fly.
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sub instructor_page {
    print "Instructor $username login OK!<br>";
    print "Click on a button to check the

grades...<br>";
    while( $hwdir = shift(@ls) ) {
        print <<instructor_button;
        <FORM ACTION="instructor.pl" METHOD="POST">
        <INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="username"

VALUE=$username>
        <INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="action" VALUE="0">

   <INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="hwdir
VALUE=$classdir$hwdir>

        <INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="hw" VALUE=$hwdir>
   <INPUT TYPE="SUBMIT" NAME="button"

VALUE=$hwdir>
        </FORM>
instructor_button
    }
}

Figure 4-6. Multiple Print Functions

The first line specifies the function name, “instructor_page.” The second and third

lines generate information about an instructor. The @ls array in the next line holds sub-

directory names residing in directory cgs3460. The WHILE statement uses it as an index

to generate HTML form elements. Therefore, if the @ls array has two elements, namely

hw01 and hw02, the function above generates two buttons with the labels of hw01 and

hw02. The upper portion of Figure 3-6 in Chapter 3 shows the results of this function call.

Parsing the Query String

When an HTML form sends its contents to a CGI program, it really sends a string.

The sting is structured using “=” to separate names and their values, and “&” to separate

one name-value pair from another. This structured string is called the query string. A

query string has the syntax similar to the following:

username=schung&password=schungpass&action=0.
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To obtain values from a query string, the query string must be parsed. Perl’s CGI

module provides an intuitive way to perform this parsing. Figure 4-7 shows an example

of invoking the CGI module and parsing a query string.

use CGI qw(:standard);
$username = param("username");
$action = param("action");
$hwdir = param("hwdir");
$hw = param("hw");

Figure 4-7. Query String Parsing

The first line invokes the CGI module. This is followed by calls to the param

function to obtain values from their corresponding name parameters. The query string is

parsed by the param function and the values are assigned to the given variables. Given a

query string:

username=john&action=0&hwdir=cgs3460&hw=hw01,

variable $username, $action, $hwdir, and $hw get the value of “john,” “0,” “cgs3460,”

and “hw01” assigned to them respectively.

JavaScript

JavaScript is used in various places within SOGA to provide users with easy to

use, intuitive functionality. Therefore, a user must use a browser that supports JavaScript

and must enable JavaScript in their web browser in order to benefit from it.

In a normal HTML web page, JavaScript is an add-on function that can perform

specific tasks. The <SCRIPT> and </SCRIPT> tags are used to incorporate JavaScript

into an HTML page where actual JavaScript code is inserted between the two tags.

Because some browsers do not support JavaScript, they do not recognize these two tags
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and the code placed between them. Therefore, JavaScript must be put into HTML

comment to avoid potential browser confusion.

#!/local/bin/perl
print "Content-type:text/html\n\n";
print "<html><head><title>Secure Online Grading

Assistant</title></head>";
print "<body bgcolor='white'>";
print<<jscript;
<script language="JavaScript">
<!--
function closeWindow() {
window.open(
"http://www.cise.ufl.edu/~schung/soga_logout.html");
window.close();
}
//-->
</script>
<form>
<input type="button" value="Logout"

onClick="closeWindow()">
</form>
jscript
print “</body></html>”;

Figure 4-8. JavaScript Logout Button

Like HTML code, JavaScript is embedded within a Perl script in a similar manner.

Figure 4-8 shows how this can be done. It also shows how JavaScript function can be

used by an HTML form element.  The final result of this example is a “Logout” button

that triggers the logout action when clicked.

In Figure 4-8, the first 4 lines generate the HTML header and set the color of the

body background to white. The next line is a call to the print function, which generates a

section of JavaScript code and an HTML form. The JavaScript code begins with the

<script> tag specifying JavaScript as the script language. The three lines between the

HTML comment are the actual JavaScript function. The function name is
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“closeWindow.” This opens a new window to the specified address,

www.cise.ufl.edu/~schung/soga_logout.html in this example, and closes the current

window. The next three lines declare an HTML form element. The form has one button

as its form control, and it calls the “closeWindow” function when clicked. Figure 4-9

shows the executing result of this example and what happens when the “Logout” button

(in Figure 4-9) is clicked.

The new window opened by the function in this example is shown in Figure 3-13,

which is the Logout Screen of SOGA. On top of the Figure 4-9 is a JavaScript confirm

window confirming the current window closing action. “Yes” should be clicked if one

intend  to exit SOGA

Data Storage

SOGA uses text files instead of using a real database to keep track of data.

Because only a single user accesses the data at any given instant, data consistency and

other problems that usually are resolved with a database do not exist in SOGA. In

addition, using a text file simplifies the implementation process of the system. There are

three major formats used in SOGA to store data in files, i.e., a user profile, a grading

sheet, and an e-mail record.
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Figure 4-9. Logout Button

User Profiles

User profiles store information about a user’s access level, username, and

password. A user profile has the format of:

username1 password1
username2 password2

where each line consists of two strings. The first string is the username and the second is

the password associated with the username. The two strings are separated by one or more

spaces. Users with the same access level are grouped together and stored in one file. The

file’s name indicates the access level of the users it contains. The file extension for the

user profiles is “.secret,” with the main file name being the access level. For example, if
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both users John and Jane have an entry in a file named “Grader.secret,” then both of them

have the grader level access to SOGA. If user John also has an entry in

“Instructor.secret,” then John has the instructor level of access as well.

Grading Sheet

The grading sheet is a file that stores grading results. Each grader has his/her own

copy of the grading sheet and no student appears in two grading sheets. A grading sheet

has the format similar to the following:

c3460aaa::grade1::grade2::grade3::comment
c3460aab::grade1::grade2::grade3::comment.

The above example shows a student’s grade record consisting of five fields. The double

colon (“::”) is used to delineate fields. The first field is a student’s class account name on

Grove. Account names are used as the primary key in the grading sheet and e-mail record

because these account names are distinct. The last field is the comment given to the

student by the grader. The fields between the class account name and the comment are

the grade fields. The number of grade fields corresponds to the number of rules in the

grading criteria.

E-mail Record

An e-mail record is a file used by SOGA to track which students have been sent

grade e-mail and which have not. It has a format similar to that of the grading sheet, but

each e-mail record only has two fields. The first field is the class account name, and the

second is a flag. The value of the flag is either zero or one. Zero indicates that the class

account name in the first field has not been sent a grade e-mail, and one indicates it has.

The following is an example consisting of two students:
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c3460aaa::1
c3460aab::0.

When an instructor sends grade e-mails to students, an e-mail record is created. All flags

are set to zero initially. After SOGA sent a grade e-mail to a student, it sets the

corresponding flag to one. This e-mail record prevents more than one grade e-mail with

the same contents from being sent twice. Note that because the class account names are

used as the primary key in the e-mail record, an e-mail address is obtained by simply

concatenate the class account name with the string “@grove.ufl.edu.” Therefore, the first

line of the example above can be interpreted as the following:

c3460aaa has been sent an grade e-mail to the address c3460aaa@grove.ufl.edu.

Perl’s Process

Some of SOGA’s underlying functions (for example, those which compile

students’ programs, run them, and collect the output) are implemented using processes.

This is done by putting a /bin/sh command line between backquotes. When executed, the

Perl interpreter passes the control to /bin/sh, waits for its completion, and then captures

the standard output [Sch97].

The function in Figure 4-10 shows how backquotes are used in SOGA. The

backquotes in the foreach statement return a list of filenames with “.c” extension. The gcc

command is issued in the third line and the output is assigned to the $output variable.

Note that at the end of the backquotes, “2>&1” is used to collect any standard errors that

occur. The next two lines change a file name from a “.c” extension to a “.out” extension.

Subsequently, the content of $output is checked in the if statement. If it contains no value,

then a group of commands is issued. Those commands set the limit of file size and core
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dump size, run the program, and store the result in a file with the file name specified in

the previous step. If the $output contains a value, the value is stored in the file. At the end

of this process, a file is created which contains either the running results of a program or

the error messages returned by the compiler. The contents of this file is retrieved later and

is displayed in the output field of the Grading Screen (Figure 3-11).

foreach $filename (`ls *.c`){
    chop ($filename); # get rid of the new line char
    $output = `gcc $filename 2>&1`;
    chop ($filename); # get rid of 'c'
    $filename = $filename . "out";

    if ( $output eq "" ) {
        `(ulimit -f 2; ulimit -c 0; ./a.out >

$filename)`;
    } else {
        `echo $output | cat > $filename`;
    }
}

Figure 4-10. Backquotes and processes

Summary

This chapter discussed some of the implementation issues involved in the creation

of SOGA. It began with a discussion of the installation process. It is followed by a

discussion of HTML forms. Examples of how to embed HTML in Perl and how to

generate buttons on the fly are given and explained. In addition, how the CGI module is

used to parse query string was also covered. Finally, JavaScript and how SOGA store

data were discussed. This chapter concluded with an explanation of Perl’s processes. A

brief summary of SOGA is given in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

This chapter reviews the key concepts covered within this thesis. It begins with an

overview of SOGA and discusses future improvements that can be made. Finally, the

chapter concludes with a short summary.

Overview of SOGA

SOGA is a system that provides an integrated grading environment and automates

many of the processes needed to make programming homework grading as easy as

possible. It provides almost all its functionality through the Internet via a web browser.

Except for the process of placing the homework tar-ball in the appropriate location, all

homework grading related processes can be performed from any Internet ready computer.

New users of SOGA can begin using the system immediately with very little training

because of its intuitive user interface. In addition, its build-in security features, consisting

of three levels of access, only allow registered users to use the system. These access

levels restrict the availability of functions to users so each user can only perform the

actions associated with their access levels.

SOGA allows an administrator to create the grading environment for graders

quickly through a simple set of actions. This process includes creating the homework

grading criteria, compiling and running students’ homework, and distributing the

homework to the graders. Other functions such as adding or deleting a user, changing a
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user’s password, and granting a user an alternative level of access can also be easily

achieved. After logging in the system, an instructor can monitor the grading process and

send grade e-mails to students with just a few clicks of the mouse. Graders are the ones

who benefit from this system the most. They no longer have to open several windows and

switch back and forth between them to grade homework. Grading and re-grading of

homework assignments become easy processes.

Future Improvements

Although SOGA has many features and reduces the complexity of the program

grading process, some improvements could still be made to make the system less error

prone and easier to use. First is to use a database instead of simple plain text files to store

data. This would make SOGA more robust. In addition to the robustness of the system,

data storage problems that might arise while expending system’s functionality could be

easily handled. These problems include data isolation, integrity problem, atomicity

problem, concurrent-access anomalies, and security problems [Sil99].

Another improvement involves the creation of a friendlier, less error prone user

interface for the administrator. The user interface in the current version is not very

sophisticated; therefore, an administrator has to be very careful while performing routine

administrative tasks. For example, it is the administrator’s responsibility to ensure that

the format of a new homework grading criteria complies with SOGA’s specified format.

If the format of a new set of grading criteria does not fully comply, the number of grade

fields in the Grading Screen (in Figure 3-11) might not be correct. This could result in
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graders being unable to assign grades correctly, a situation that could be avoided by

having an interface, which enforces the requirements specified by the system.

Currently, the system by default does not allow a file containing test cases to be

redirect to a program. If some testing cases must be used to test students’ program, an

administrator must modify the compile script manually. The compile script resides in the

“~/cgs3460/.soga/” subdirectory in this example. A significant improvement to the

system would be to have the user interface for the administrator to create a file containing

the testing cases and allow the administrator to specify its name and location in the

compile script.

A message board could be added into SOGA so users can exchange homework

grading information. Either the administrator or an instructor could announce special

instructions in the message board. Graders could also use the message board to provide

feedback about the grading process to the administrator or instructor. The best place to

display this message board would be a screen which users see immediately after they

successfully logged in.

The abilities to allow graders to modify the source code, re-compile the source

code, and re-run the program could also be added. If a program misses a semi-colon or a

brace, then the program is considered as “cannot be compiled” by the current version of

SOGA. As a result, this homework receives fewer credits than it deserves because of

these minor errors.

Last but not least, system security improvement should be considered in the next

version of SOGA. In the current implementation, authentication is only performed at the

Login Screen and the password used to authenticate a user is not encrypted when transfer
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over the Internet. These may cause some potential security problems. To improve system

security, a Secure Socket Layer (SSL) enabled server can be used instead of a regular

server. In addition, a unique session-id should be created by the system after the

authentication process with this session-id being passed between the web pages and the

system to ensure that the user is authenticated. When the user terminates a session, the

session-id should be destroyed.

Summary

This chapter summarized all of the key issues addressed within this thesis. It

began with an overview of SOGA. Some of its important features were highlighted in the

overview. A discussion on potential improvements of the system is also provided. These

potential improvements included the use of a database, a friendlier user interface for the

administrator, a new user interface to specify the file that contains testing cases, the

addition of a message board, and the abilities to allow graders to modify, re-compile, and

re-run students’ homework.
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